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Cast Bios 

 
KATRINA BOWDEN (Alex Burns) – Katrina Bowden recently wrapped the indie feature Divorce 
Party and will next be seen as the lead in two indie features Hard Sell, opposite Kristen 
Chenoweth, and Monolith.  Bowden also starred in the TNT series “Public Morals,” opposite 
Michael Rappaport and Ed Burns for DreamWorks Television, and prior to that was most well 
known for playing the drop dead gorgeous receptionist Cerie in the mega hit NBC series “30 
Rock.”  Her additional big screen credits include American Reunion for Universal and Nurse 3D 
for Lionsgate, among others.  She recently graced the covers of Maxim and FHM and was once 
named “Sexiest Woman Alive” by Esquire.  Recently, Bowden started her own successful health 
and fitness blog dubbed Fit Kat, which can be found at http://fitkatbykatrinabowden.com. 
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THOMAS BEAUDOIN (Cole Taylor) – Born in Thetford Mines, Quebec, Canada, Thomas 
Beaudoin spent the first half of his life in Drummondville, Quebec.  After a year studying 
psychology and exercise science at Concordia University in Montreal, he moved to New York City 
to study English and acting.  It was not long before he was cast in leading roles in world-renowned 
plays such as Tennessee Williams’ Orpheus Descending, Agnès Jaoui and Jean-Pierre Barci’s 
Cuisine et Dépendances, and Alexandre Dumas’ La Dame Aux Camélias. 
 
On the big screen, Beaudoin starred in the feature film Derailed for MarVista Entertainment and 
soon he will be seen staring in the Canadian miniseries “Herbert et Fanny” for Sphère Média.  His 
other television credits include recurring roles on NBC’s hit series “The Blacklist,” opposite David 
Strathairn, on Club Illico’s French series “Victor Lessard” and Aetios Productions’ Canadian series 
“Blue Moon.”  
 
In addition to his numerous supporting roles and guest star television credits, Beaudoin is known 
for his breakout role as Daniel on Lifetime’s “The Spirit of Christmas” and MarVista Entertainment’s 
Love’s Last Resort directed by Brian Herzlinger. 
 
A jack-of-all-trades, Beaudoin is a skilled photographer and cinematographer, with work that can 
be seen at www.ernestmarius.com.  He also enjoys traveling, playing ice hockey, rock climbing, 
boxing, and studying Krav Maga, an Israeli martial art. 
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